2,000 MONO
2 COMPARTMENT TANK

NOTES:
1. COMPLETE 5,000 PPI MAN. AFTER 28 DAYS
2. ALL REINFORCEMENT PER ANSI C1227-83
3. TEES AND GAS BATTLE SOLD SEPARATELY
4. TONGUE & GROOVE JOINT SEAL WITH BUTYL RING
5. 4" POLYLOCK CLOSED END BOOTS USED FOR CONNECTIONS.
6. PLASTIC FRP'S CAN BE PIERCED INTO COVER
7. PUMPS & ACCESSORIES OPTIONAL
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BAFFLE TO TRANSFER FLUID FROM 1ST COMPARTMENT TO 2ND (UTILIZING 90 DEGREE ELBOW)

PUMP PAD

4" THICK WALLS

24" DIA. ACCESS COVERS (TYP.)

4" POLYLOCK CLOSED END BOOTS (TYP.)
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